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0  Introduction

This document is an omnibus of the blog posts you’ll find at 
https://ianwrightsite.wordpress.com/. Each post is intended to introduce one main new idea, and 
illustrate it. The ideas are intended to build upon each other, and eventually combine into a 
coherent whole that explains how our current economic system functions, and how we might 
change it for the better.

This document is, at the same time, a set of informal notes for a book. I aim to “show my 
working” so interested readers may contribute and correct my thinking before I embark on 
writing a final and polished version. So please calibrate your expectations accordingly.

Any feedback please feel free to comment on https://ianwrightsite.wordpress.com/, or email me 
at wrighti@acm.org.

Chances are this particular omnibus edition is out-of-date. So make sure to check for a more 
recent update.

Thanks!

N.B. I’ve liberally copied images of the internet to illustrate each chapter. If you are the author, or
copyright holder, of any of the images then please email me if you wish them removed, or if you 
would like a proper acknowledgement.

mailto:wrighti@acm.org
https://ianwrightsite.wordpress.com/
https://ianwrightsite.wordpress.com/


1  From here to there

Where is here?

“Here” is the social system we live in. We know we live in a capitalist system. But do we 
understand what this really means?

Contrary to conventional wisdom the defining characteristic of capitalism is not market 
exchange. Market relations have existed since classical times.

The essence of capitalism is a system of property relations, which I’ll call the “wage system”. 
Here, the capitalist firm hires-in labour at a pre-agreed rental price. The labour is mixed with 
other inputs and produces goods or services for sale in the market. Normally, firms sell at prices 
that exceed their costs of production, which includes the cost of used-up material inputs, rent, 
interest on capital loans, and labour costs etc.

Here, labour is just another ex ante cost of production. Any remaining revenue — the residual 
income — then gets distributed as profits to the owners of the firm.

What’s wrong with this?

Essentially, the wage system is a theft-based system of property relations. The mere legal 
ownership of a firm is sufficient to lay claim on its residual income. The owner of a capitalist firm 
can, as John Stuart Mill, put it: “grow richer, as it were in their sleep”. Yet this residual income is 
the fruit of others’ labour. Taking resources from others, without giving anything back in 
exchange, is theft. This is why Marxists label capitalism an exploitative economic system.



But wait. Isn’t profit a just reward for the risk of capital investment? Someone has to fund the 
firm. Surely owners deserve their returns too?

Actually, no. There’s a big difference between advancing capital to a firm, and owning the firm.

Let’s say you advance capital to a firm. You should expect repayment of your capital, plus a risk 
premium and collateral security, as a just exchange. But by lending capital you do not become an 
owner of the firm. Once your loan is repaid you have no further claims on the firm’s revenue.

This contract is based on the principle of exchange: in essence, it allows the loaner and loanee to 
exchange the time when they consume a set of resources. There’s no theft here.

But let’s say you want more. You advance capital to a firm, and in addition to the above, you 
expect joint ownership of the firm, i.e. equity capital. In this case you do become an owner of the 
firm. And so, once your initial loan and risk premium is repaid, you still retain a claim on the firm’s 
revenue. In fact you lay claim to the residual income, that is the fruits of others’ labour.

This contract is not based on the principle of exchange. You now get to take resources from 
others, solely in virtue of the paper claim of holding “equity”. You do not have to give anything to 
the firm in return for your claim. The contract bestows the right to take wealth produced by 
others by fiat. This is theft.

All ideological justifications of capitalism obscure this theft, and render it normal, almost entirely 
unnoticed, and socially acceptable. It’s largely an unquestioned and seemingly natural aspect of 
our economic relations.

Capitalist property relations are not merely unjust, however. They are also the hidden and root 
cause of the major social ills of our day, in particular those caused by extreme income and wealth 
inequality.

The capitalist firm minimises input costs, including wages, in order to maximise the residual 
income of the owners of the firm. This causes a two-class distribution of income and wealth, with
a Pareto long tail of the super-rich. And it’s also the major cause of imperialism, which has a 
material foundation in the massive wealth disparities between countries. In consequence, 
capitalist property relations are also undesirable.

Where is there?

We might prefer to live in a system that avoids these widespread injustices and social ills. 
Traditionally this is the goal of socialism. But do we understand what socialism really means?

Contrary to conventional wisdom the defining characteristic of socialism is not the abolition of 
market relations and its replacement by centrally planned, top-down production. Economic 
planning has no bearing whatsoever on whether a set of social relations are exploitative or not.

The essence of socialism is a hoped-for system of property relations, which we’ll call the 
“communal system”. In this system, the renting of people has been abolished (just as liberal 
democracy abolished the selling of people, i.e. slavery). People no longer are workers available to 
rent by the owners of firms. Instead, people are workers available to join as equal members of a 
democratic firm, who together lay claim on the residual income.

A socialist firm is owned by its working members who hire-in capital at pre-agreed rental prices 
(compared to capitalism, the contracts are reversed). Capital, not labour, is now the ex ante cost 
of production. In consequence, the working members democratically distribute the firm’s residual



income to themselves.

What’s right with this?

The communal system is an inherently egalitarian system because all income from production is 
earned in essentially the same manner: by the contribution of labour. Absentee owners no longer
lay claim to the fruit of others’ labour in virtue of a piece of paper (e.g. “equity”). The systematic 
economic theft, characteristic of capitalism, has been abolished.

Socialism is not merely just, however. It also eradicates extreme income and wealth inequality for
the simple reason that the entire working population earns the same kind of economic income, 
which is a kind of profit share. The split of the population into two main economic classes, that is 
workers (wage-earners) and capitalists (profits via ownership of firms), disappears along with the 
major social ills caused by extreme inequality.

How do we get from here to there?

The history of the workers’ movement has always exhibited continual exploration and innovation
of different kinds of political organisational forms. None can be said to have been successful. And
it would be a major mistake to think that we’ve exhausted the possibilities.

The history of the co-operative movement is of limited success. For example, the co-operative 
sector has not spontaneously crowded-out the capitalist sector: it remains economically 
marginal. Trade-unionism is also highly limited: in general, it upholds the wage system, which is its
raison d’être. Revolutionary parties struggle to get from here to there: in most circumstances their
practice reduces to agitation and protest, rather than effective strategies that help the majority 
of the population acquire economic power.

The premise of this blog is that formulating a political strategy for getting from here to there is 
both important and urgent. Unfortunately, the task has been neglected, not least because much 
of the energy of the worker’s movement is misdirected into institutional forms that historically 
have failed to deliver, and that most of these forms have explicitly denied the importance of 
formulating a political economy of socialism, and an explicitly economic, rather than political, 
plan to achieve it. The difficult historical problem of eradicating systematic theft from our social 
relations is unlikely to be solved by monocultures of theory and practice.

Part of the difficulty of travelling any path is knowing (i) where you are, (ii) where you are going, 
and (iii) how to get there. This blog will focus on developing a deeper theoretical understanding 
of all these questions, with a specific focus on developing a scientific, and empirically grounded, 
understanding of economic forms of organisation.

My fundamental premise is that we need to formulate a political economy of socialism 
that simultaneously constitutes a political practice that crowds-out capitalist property 
relations.

I hope to make the meaning of the above clearer to myself over the coming years.

This can never, ever be the work of one person. So please feel free to comment — I will welcome 
your feedback, because it will help me think, and develop the ideas.



Part 1: Production and coordination



2  How to make things

Where to start? Here, there, or how to get from here to there?

The natural place to start is of course here, because we can observe it. Unfortunately, merely 
observing is not understanding. Someone once said that, “All science would be superfluous if the 
outward appearance and the essence of things directly coincided”.

So to understand we need to analyse, which means breaking reality into smaller, more intelligible 
bits, and then combining those bits back together. We hope to split and combine in the right sort
of way so that we recreate our observations (or something close). Only then might we feel 
justified in claiming some understanding.

But this process is far from easy, especially as economic systems are very complex, and consist of
lots of different kinds of things (people, material stuff, markets, institutions, property laws, 
contracts, money etc.) interacting in lots of different ways.

So we will need to be patient. We need to break down and simplify, before we can build up and 
start talking about the phenomena we really care about.

The first bit of economic reality we’ll examine is the production of commodities.

Most commodities are made by people combining their skills and expertise to transform material 
inputs into material outputs. For example, to produce 1 acre of corn typically requires at least 
some of the following: fertile land, seed corn, fertiliser, lime, herbicides, fuel, tractors, insurance 
and hired labour. All these inputs combines in definite proportions.



Figure 1. How do you make 1 acre of corn? You need certain material inputs in definite
proportions. 

The precise proportions may change over space and time, for a variety of reasons. But at any 
given time and place we find a specific technology of corn production.

The number of inputs used-up to produce any commodity is typically very large (even Figure 1 is 
an immense simplification). But without loss of generality let’s simplify and, for the moment, say 
that producing 1 unit of corn requires some corn (in the form of seed), some iron (which 
represents hard tools) and labour.

Figure 2. A simplified technology graph: to produce 1 unit of corn as output uses-up 0.5
hours of labour, 0.32 units of corn, and 0.02 units of iron. 

Let’s also say that to produce 1 unit of iron requires 0.1 iron and 0.2 hours of labour.

Figure 3. A technology that produces iron. 



We can also use the language of inputs and outputs to describe how labour is “produced”. 
Workers consume a collection of goods and services called the real wage, which normally 
includes such things as food, clothing, housing and so forth. This consumption “produces”, or 
rather reproduces, their living being and their ability to supply labour services to the economy. To
keep things really simple, we’ll assume that the workers only consume corn (in the form of bread).

Figure 4. A technology that “produces” labour services. Workers consume 0.01 units of
corn to “produce” 1 hour of labour services. 

We can combine the corn, iron and worker technologies to form a single composite technology:

Figure 5. A composite technology graph, where labour produces iron and corn, and
consumes corn. 

This composite technology, although simple, captures an essential feature of real economies: 
commodities are produced using other commodities. Making things involves a circular flow of 
materials, where those materials get repeatedly transformed and reproduced. (Many materials, 
sadly, do not get reproduced, but are simply extracted without replacement or maintenance, such
as natural resources).

In theory, we can observe the composite technology that includes all the goods and services 
produced by a real national economy. We’d need to measure what goes in and what goes out of 
all the “factory gates” over a period of time, say a month or a year. That’s a tall order. 
Nonetheless, economists compile such data, although they aggregate firms into distinct industrial
sectors. For example, you can download the input-output table for the USA economy from 1997-
2014 from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics.

We’ve defined a technology, which describes how things can be made from specific proportions 
of inputs. But so far this is a mere static specification. In a subsequent post, we’ll look at the next 
chunk of economic reality, which is how a production process dynamically transforms inputs into 
outputs according to a technology.

https://www.bls.gov/emp/ep_data_input_output_matrix.htm


3  A production process

Previously, in How to make things, we examined a technology, which specifies how inputs 
combine, in definite proportions, to produce outputs. But a technology is merely a static 
description. Let’s therefore breathe life into it.

Consider this simplified technology:

Figure 1. A simplified technology that produces corn as output. 

To produce corn we need labour, preexisting corn (in the form of seed) and iron (in the form of 
hard tools and machinery). But these inputs are of very different kinds.

In particular, labour is different. Labour is the active agent that combines the iron and corn to 
make new corn. If the inputs failed to be combined together we would not blame the seed or the 

https://ianwrightsite.wordpress.com/2017/01/30/how-to-make-things/


machinery. We’d blame the labourers, because they are the responsible agents that cause 
production to take place.

(This may seem an obvious point. However, the distinction between human labour and more 
complex inputs that also perform work (such as robots) can become very blurred. For now we’ll 
simply state that labour is a special kind of input, and make a note to return to this issue later.)

The unique nature of labour is reflected in how we measure its quantity. Corn and iron may be 
measured in tons. But labour is measured in units of time.

Human labour is a universal capacity that manifests in many different kinds of concrete activities.
And a reasonably educated adult can supply labour to almost any area of the division of labour 
given sufficient training. So we measure the quantity of labour in units of time, such as hours or 
days etc.

The farm labourer, therefore, sows new seeds in the field, and harvests the ripe corn that was 
planted in a previous period. For this to happen we need preexisting stocks of labour, seed corn 
and iron. Let’s say we have the following stocks:

Figure 2. Input stocks: 1 working day of labour, 10 tons of seed corn and 5 tons of iron. 

Think of a stock as a “bucket” that holds some input resource. The corn stock takes the form of 
seed bags, and the iron stock is things like spades, hoes, tractor parts etc. The labour stock is one 
worker at the start of a working day. (In principle we can store as much corn and iron as we wish. 
But we cannot store multiple working days. So we limit the capacity of the labour stock to one 
working day).

Now we have all we need to actually produce some output. We have the right kinds of input 
stocks, and the technological know-how to transform those inputs into new outputs.

We command the production of 1 ton of corn. Post production we are the proud owners of 1 ton
of new corn:

Figure 3. After the production process we have 1 ton of new corn. 



But some of our input stocks were used-up. When we inspect our input stocks we discover:

Figure 4. After the production process we have less input stocks.  

We’ve used up 0.5 days of labour, 0.02 tons of iron (wear-and-tear on hard tools and machinery), 
and 0.32 tons of seed corn. Why these precise amounts? Simply because the production process 
has an underlying technology, which defines the proportions in which inputs combine.

A production process is a simple description of a real work process. It captures the essential 
input-to-output nature of work that transforms input materials into output materials in useful 
ways. You may find it helpful to imagine the technology graph of Figure 1 has buckets placed at 
each node in the graph. The buckets are initially filled to levels that indicate the quantity of each 
input stock. As production occurs the substances in the input buckets (e.g., labour, corn, iron) 
slowly drain out, flow through the network, combine together, and reappear as new corn in the 
bucket at the corn node, which slowly fills up.

In summary, a production process is where labour transforms input stocks to new output stock 
according to a technology. We “activate” the process by commanding a certain level of output (in 
this example, 1 ton of corn). When that happens input stocks get used-up in proportions defined 
by the technology.

Next, we’ll examine how we can combine production processes into a single, self-reproducing 
system. Such a system uses-up inputs and produces an output, where that output is sufficiently 
“big” that it replaces the used-up inputs with something left over — a surplus.



4  Surplus: the material foundation of human culture

Previously, in a production process, we described how labour applies a technique to transform 
existing inputs into new outputs.

The world economy is a large (and ever-changing) collection of production processes that link 
together to form a complete, integrated system. Here I want to consider how economies 

are productive in the narrow sense of producing a surplus, that is producing more output than 
what was used-up as input, i.e. more comes “out” than what’s put “in”.

We can understand this property even at small scales. Consider the following simple example of 
an integrated economy with three production processes that output corn, iron and labour.

https://ianwrightsite.wordpress.com/2017/02/06/a-production-process/


Figure 1. This economy produces corn, iron and labour. 

Note that labour appears as one of the things produced by this economy. Are labour services 
really “produced”?

Not in any normal sense. In modern economies production occurs within the institutional 
framework of a firm. For example, iron and corn are often produced by large conglomerates. In 
contrast, the labouring population, and the services they supply, are reproduced within homes, 
schools and the other institutions of civil society.

Nevertheless, at any given time, the working population consumes a collection of commodities, 
and part of that consumption is a necessary condition for the reproduction of their capacities, 
including the capacity to supply labour services to the economy. Call the bundle of commodities 
that workers consume the real wage.

It does no harm to talk of the real wage as an input to a ‘production process’ (where workers 
consume their real wage) that outputs labour services. The ‘technique’ that produces labour is 
entirely conventional, and changes according to time and custom.

Also, we ignore individual workers and the variety of real wages they consume. Instead, we 
consider the aggregate population of workers. And, in this example, they consume corn (in the 
form of bread), which reproduces their capacity to work.

To illustrate the concept of a surplus we’ll begin with some input stocks:



Figure 2. The stock of labour services is not at full capacity. 

Here, the working population is a little exhausted. They’ve already worked half a day. Time for 
lunch. Let’s ‘produce’ another half-day of labour capacity. The ‘technology’ to do this was defined 
in Figure 1. Here’s the relevant part of the production graph:

In other words, to produce 1 unit of labour services requires the consumption of 0.5 units of 
corn. After we’ve ‘produced’ 0.5 units of labour services the stocks are:

Figure 3. After eating lunch the workers have fully restored their stock of labour services
(at the expense of using up stocks of corn). 

So the workers are fully refreshed, and ready for the second half of their day. But, of course, food
has been consumed — we’ve used-up 0.25 units of the corn stock.

We should replace this corn, otherwise we’ll eventually run out of food. Again, the technology to 
do this is defined in Figure 1. Here’s the relevant part of the graph:



To produce corn we need some corn (in the form of seed), iron and labour. Let’s produce 0.5 units
of corn (to replace the workers’ consumption and a bit more for good luck). The stocks are now:

Figure 4. After producing 0.5 units of corn we have more corn — but we’ve used-up
stocks of labour and iron. 

Prior to producing new corn we had a stock of 9.75 units (Figure 3). We commanded the 
production of 0.5 corn. So we should now have a stock of 10.25 units. So why do we only have 
10.09 units?

The reason is that to produce corn we need to use-up corn as input (in the form of seed). (You 
can see that in Figure 1: there’s a loop from corn to corn). In fact, to produce 1 unit of corn we 
need 0.32 units of corn as input. So producing 0.5 units of corn uses-up 0.5 * 0.32 = 0.16 units of
seed. So the net output is only 0.34 units of corn.

Note also that we’ve used-up some labour services and iron to produce this net output of corn. 
Let’s, finally, reproduce the iron that’s been used-up. Again, the technology to do this is defined 
in Figure 1, and here’s the relevant part of the production graph:



We just need input stocks of labour and iron to produce iron. Let’s command the production of 
0.5 units of iron. The final set of stocks are now:

Figure 5. The final stocks after producing labour, corn and iron. 

Again, we don’t get the full 0.5 units of iron as net output, because some stock gets used-up as 
input.

Now let’s compare the initial stocks (before production took place) with the final stocks (after 
producing some labour, corn and iron):

Figure 6. Final stocks – initial stocks = net production 

Figure 6 shows the net production (in blue) by subtracting the initial stocks from the final stocks. 
We can immediately see that we’ve got more stocks of labour, corn and iron than we began with. 
We’ve produced a surplus.

In theory, not all economies produce a surplus. It depends very much on the technologies. 
Unproductive technologies use-up more inputs than they produce as net output. They will 
eventually exhaust all the stocks in the economy if repeatedly applied. This is not viable long-
term. The economy cannot self-reproduce.

In contrast, a productive economy has the capacity to self-reproduce by continually replacing all 
the used-up inputs and producing surplus.

But wait. Isn’t there something wrong about this idea of a surplus? Doesn’t physics tell us we can 
never get something for nothing? We know that energy is merely transformed from one form to 
another, and usually inefficiently. Plus, what about the finite resources of the planet? Isn’t the 
fact that the global economy continually depletes the stocks of natural riches, without 
replacement, one of the major problems currently facing humanity ? Isn’t growth always at the 
expense of the environment?

We can resolve the apparent contradiction by merely noting that the concept of an economic 
surplus is relative to a set of real cost accounting practices. And what should, and should not, be 
counted as a real cost of production is ultimately a question of politics. For example, in modes of 
production with an intrinsic growth mechanic, such as capitalism, many of the natural riches of 



the planet are plundered without replacement, and not even represented as costs of production 
in our accounting practices. On the other hand, it seems hard to imagine any mode of production
that would consider the energy supplied by the sun as anything but a free and practically 
inexhaustible source of energy. And it seems likely that humans can apply technologies that both 
produce an economic surplus and remain compatible with the carrying capacity of the planet.

The possibility of producing a surplus opens up new possibilities: we could expand the scale of 
production (by producing with increasingly greater quantities of input stocks in each time period),
or focus on increasing consumption only (i.e. a bigger real wage), or work less hours and 
reproduce the economy at a steady, self-reproducing state with either less or zero surplus, or 
perhaps grab a large share of it for ourselves at the expense of others and accumulate material 
power. And so on. Later, we will discuss why some of these possibilities are actually realised 
while others are not.

Historically, the technological capability of producing a surplus, especially an agricultural surplus, 
has been the key driver of population growth. The neolithic revolution, which occurred 
approximately 12,500 years ago, provided the material basis for surplus labour time to devote to 
new and more rewarding activities, such as cultural and intellectual production. In a very 
profound sense, economic surplus is the material foundation of human culture.

For the next post I probably should turn to production repeated over time, and start to consider 
how final demand affects the organisation of production in different sectors of an economy.

For the impatient — yes I will introduce markets, money and dynamics. But not just yet!

(And for those interested in the mathematics of linear production processes, and how this relates
to the economic theories you find in neoclassical textbooks, I can recommend Theory of 
Production: A Long Period Analysis by Heinz Kurz and Neri Salvadori.)

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Theory-Production-Long-Period-Heinz-Kurz-ebook/dp/B00QIT4B4S/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1487091810&sr=8-1&keywords=theory+of+production+heinz
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Theory-Production-Long-Period-Heinz-Kurz-ebook/dp/B00QIT4B4S/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1487091810&sr=8-1&keywords=theory+of+production+heinz


5  A coordination problem

We’ve seen that economies can in principle produce a surplus of goods. But this is a mere 
technical possibility. We’ve said nothing, yet, about social institutions (like firms, households, 
coordination mechanisms etc.) that might realise this potential.

The omission is partly deliberate because before examining specific kinds of economic 
institutions we first need to understand some of the fundamental material constraints that face 
any set of economic institutions.

We’ll discuss one such constraint now, which is the problem of producing just the right amount 
of different goods and services. An economy needs to mix together different activities together 
in the right proportions, otherwise it might produce too much of some things, and not enough of 
other things. A capitalist, or socialist, or some future kind of economy, all face the problem of 
coordinating the scale of production of different activities across the entire economy.

To illustrate this problem, let’s consider the now familiar example of a simple economy that 
produces corn, sugar and iron, and reproduces a working population. Let’s say it currently has the
following technology:

https://ianwrightsite.wordpress.com/2017/02/14/surplus-the-material-foundation-of-human-culture/


Figure 1. A small economy that produces corn, sugar and iron. Workers consume corn
and sugar. 

Notice that worker households consume 0.1 units of corn and 0.1 units of sugar in order to 
reproduce a unit of their labouring capacity (let’s say 1 days worth). This is the real demand from 
worker households. (We’d say “real wage” but that assumes a specific institutional setup, so we’ll 
avoid this terminology for now). We’ll merely state they in fact consume this bundle of goods. 
(We don’t know if they want to consume this bundle, or are forced to etc.)

We’ll set the initial stock levels for this economy as:

Figure 2. The initial stocks in this economy. 

In other words, we begin with some (as yet unknown) number of workers who collectively have 1 
days worth of labouring capacity ready to supply. And, ready to hand, have preexisting stocks of 
corn, iron and sugar (1 units worth of each).

Let’s get producing!

First, lets reproduce the workforce. They need to eat.

How many workers need feeding? To keep the numbers small let’s say there are 5 workers. And, 
in a single day, they in total consume 0.5 units of corn and 0.5 units of sugar, which reproduces 5 
days worth of labouring capacity (as per the technology in Figure 1). So our stocks of corn and 
sugar have dropped to 0.5 each.



But the workers don’t simply consume all day. They also work. In fact, they produce some corn, 
sugar and iron. How much should they produce?

Well, they are simple folk, just like us, and therefore prefer to keep things simple. They decide to 
always produce 1 unit of corn, 1 unit of sugar and 1 unit of iron during the working day. Nice, 
easy numbers all round!

They’ve decided on a specific scale of production, which we shall call the activity levels of the 
economy. The levels are:

Figure 3. The activity levels in this economy. 5 workers collectively produce 1 unit of
each commodity. 

The “activity level” of workers is just the number of workers in the economy (the economy 
reproduces 5 workers every day). And these workers have decided to produce 1 unit of each 
commodity each day. (I like to imagine activity levels are the heights of 3d rectangles (like the 
rectangles in the image for this post), which are planted on the nodes in Figure 1. The higher the 
rectangle the greater the scale of production at that node.)

During a day the workers consume and reproduce their working capacity. And each day they 
produce 1 unit of corn (which uses-up some corn and iron and labour), and 1 unit of sugar (which 
uses-up some corn, sugar and labour) and 1 unit of iron (which uses-up some iron and labour). 
(For the precise amounts see Figure 1).

Imagine they engage in this level of activity, day after day, repeatedly. What happens? Here are 
the stock levels after 100 days of activity:



Figure 4. After 100 days we see that the 5 workers reproduce themselves (the stock of
working capacity is basically stable). However, the corn and sugar stocks are increasing,

and the iron stocks are decreasing. 

At these activity levels the economy over-produces corn and sugar, and under-produces iron. 
Can this continue indefinitely?

Figure 5. After another 600 days or so the stocks of iron exhaust. But to produce corn
we need iron inputs. So corn cannot be produced, and we immediately see the corn

stocks begin to dwindle. 

The answer is no: the economy has hit a crisis of over and under-production. The workers at this 
point cannot produce iron or corn (since they need iron inputs for both) and so start drawing 
down on their corn stocks without replacement. They continue to over-produce sugar. But 
eventually they will run out of food altogether, at which point all production stops.

What went wrong? After all, we know that this technology is capable of producing a surplus in all 



goods.

The reason for the crash is that the activity levels of the economy were unbalanced. The 
economy needs to supply the workers’ consumption. But the decision to produce 1 unit of corn, 
sugar and iron each — was wrong. These particular activity levels cannot satisfy the real demand.

The mere technical possibility of producing a surplus doesn’t mean a surplus will actually get 
produced. For viable, long-term production the population must apply the available techniques at
the right scale, and ensure their economic activities are coordinated.

In this example, the population wasted too much of their working day producing corn and sugar, 
and failed to devote sufficient time to producing iron.

So what are the correct activity levels that will satisfy the real demand? And how can particular 
economic institutions discover the correct levels, and then ensure they are followed? And what 
happens if real demand changes? In other words, how do real economies continually solve and 
re-solve the problem of economic coordination?

Next, I probably will start examining how capitalist economies partially solve the problem of 
economic coordination. That will take many separate blog posts.

(For those interested in theory that delves deeper into identifying material constraints that apply 
to all possible economic setups, I (heartily) recommend Luigi Pasinetti’s book:

Pasinetti, L. L., 1993. Structural economic dynamics – a theory of the economic consequences of 
human learning. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.)



6  The total working day

Previously, in a coordination problem, we introduced the idea of the activity levels in an economy. 
The activity levels specify how much of each commodity is actually produced at any given time.

We saw that a given set of activity levels might be uncoordinated, and therefore wrong, in the 
sense that too much of one thing is produced, and too little of another. And if this continues over
time then some stocks increase (unnecessarily and wastefully) and some stocks dwindle, until 
eventually the economy crashes and production stops.

The coordination problem is ultimately a problem of coordinating the total working day of a 
society, which is the total quantity of hours the entire labouring population can supply per day. 
Before we can precisely state and solve the coordination problem we need a better 
understanding of the total working day. So let’s examine this concept a little more closely.

Consider the same example from previously (but where I’ve doubled the activity levels):
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Figure 1. The technique and activity levels. 

This economy has 5 workers. So the workers, as a whole, can in principle supply 5 working hours 
per hour of clock time. (Imagine them working in parallel together.) Say that the working day is 8 
hours. Then the workers can supply 40 hours of labour per working day. So the total working day 
is 40 hours.

Every individual has a working day. But the society has a working day too, which is simply the 
aggregate sum of all the individual working days.

The total working day is a hard upper-bound on what an economy can possibly produce. 
Obviously, the population can decide (or be forced to) work longer each day. And the number of 
workers can increase, due to population growth or immigration. Nonetheless, once set, the total 
working day is an ineradicable material constraint on production.

We can break down the working day into the labour time devoted to different concrete activities.
How do the 40 hours in our example break down?

From the technology (see Figure 1 above) we know that producing 1 unit each of corn, sugar and 
iron uses-up 0.7, 0.3 and 0.6 hours of labour respectively. And from the activity levels we know 
that the economy produces 2 units each of corn, sugar and iron per hour of clock time. In 
consequence, in every hour of clock time, the economy uses-up 0.7 x 2 = 1.4, 0.3 x 2 = 0.6 and 
0.6 x 2 = 1.2 hours of labour time producing corn, sugar and iron respectively. We then simply 
multiply these hourly coefficients by the length of the total working day to get the final break 
down:

Figure 2. The share of the total working day devoted to different activities. 



Figure 2 gives a bird’s eye view of how a society, at any given time, allocates its total labour time. 
If our example was more complex, and for example, included millions of different commodity 
types, then we’d get a picture of the total division of labour in society. Such a fine-grained 
breakdown might be too much detail. So to get an overall picture we might aggregate into 
industrial sectors. In this simple example, we only have three sectors of production (agricultural, 
industrial and luxury).

Some obvious points are worth noting. Although we’re producing 2 units of everything we see 
that more time is spent sewing and reaping corn than extracting and smelting iron. If this 
economy had 5 million workers, rather than 5, a larger proportion of the population would be 
agricultural workers (out in the field) than industrial workers (toiling in the factories).

Also noteworthy is that the economy is not operating at full capacity. Of the 40 hours available, 
only 25.6 hours are actually used, leaving 14.4 unused hours. So the workers “idle” during a 
portion of the 8-hour working period. (This may, or may not, be a good thing. At this stage, we 
simply note the fact.)

(As before, the economy crashes soon after exhausting its iron stocks. However, the crisis now 
happens earlier because the activity levels are twice what they were before. Here, the total 
working day is misallocated — too much of society’s time is devoted to corn and sugar 
production, and insufficient time to iron production.)

The total working day is a remarkably simple and powerful concept, but it’s telling how popular 
economic discourse ignores it.

Economics, especially when presented by politicians and uncritical media, can seem complex and 
confusing. An approach to cut through the confusion that often works, and gets to the heart of 
the matter, is to think in terms of the total working day.

For example, pro-capitalist politicians often claim there is “no money” and “society cannot afford”
some social good (e.g., food and shelter for the poorest, or health care and high quality education
for the masses). This sounds like a ‘natural’ constraint since you can’t spend money you don’t 
have. That’s common sense.

But money is irrelevant. The real issue is how society decides to allocate its available labour time. 
And in capitalist societies we often find unused capacity: a substantial number of willing but 
unemployed workers on one side, and the technical know-how for producing food and shelter on
the other. By thinking in terms of the total working day we realise society has sufficient material 
resources to achieve the social good. So the politician’s statement is especially egregious.

(The underlying reason why “society cannot afford” some social good is normally because the rich
and powerful are unwilling to relinquish some of their command of society’s total working day 
away from production for them (e.g., luxury goods and services) towards production for the mass 
of the population (e.g., generalised health care). Furthermore, pro-capitalist economic theories 
perform an important social function by obscuring this fundamental trade-off between different 
economic classes. But this is a subject for another day.)

However, the material constraint of the total working day cuts both ways.

Marx’s vision of a fully communist society is where everyone may decide to work as much as they
wish (“from each according to his abilities”) and have as much as they want (“to each according to
their needs”). Once we think in terms of the total working day we realise that, to satisfy a given 
level of real demand, some quantity of work necessarily must be performed. So Marx’s vision 
could only be fully realised in the limit where our techniques are so productive we can make 



whatever we want in no time.

Some Marxists, very unhelpfully, like to jump to this hypothetical limit point and skip over the 
ineradicable issue of necessary labour time. They avoid the question of how a communist society 
must continually coordinate the total working day so the necessary labour in fact is performed. 
As a result, many people, quite naturally, find their vision hopelessly utopian.

In summary, the total working day is the total quantity of hours the entire labouring population 
can supply per day. It represents a hard limit on what can be produced. It’s a simple but important
concept. To solve the coordination problem we will need to allocate (and continually reallocate) 
the total working day to different activities in the correct proportions.



7  Vertical integration and the problem of coordination

We’re thinking about the problem of coordinating activity levels so that just the right amount of 
things get produced. And we saw that any particular coordination necessarily implies a 
breakdown of the the total working day into different activities.

So what are the right activity levels?

We’ll answer this question independently of how any particular set of economic institutions (e.g., 
capitalism or socialism) might discover and realise the right activity levels. That’s for later. For 
now, we just want to know what the right answer is.

First, let’s simplify the problem of discovering the right activity levels by commanding our small 
economy to only produce 1 unit of corn (per unit of clock time):
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Figure 1. All the activity levels are zero, except corn. 

And, then, an experiment: we’ll run the economy for 1 unit of clock-time, and watch what 
happens to the stocks. The change in stocks will help us to begin to think about what activity 
levels are “right” for producing 1 unit of corn.

This is what happens:

Figure 2. Producing 1 unit of corn for 1 unit of time (e.g., a day): the stocks of labour and
iron fall, the corn stock rises, and sugar is constant. (Time ticks are hundredths). 

As we expect the stock of corn increases (after all, we’re producing corn!) And, as expected, the 
iron and labour stocks reduce because they are used-up to produce the corn. Why no change in 
sugar? Simply because sugar is not needed to produce corn (there’s no arrow that links sugar to 
corn in the technology graph shown in Figure 1).

Clearly, production of corn at these activity levels is unsustainable. At some point in the future 
we’ll run out of iron and labour time, at which point production will stop. In contrast, if we 
produced with the right activity levels, then we should be able to produce a surplus of corn 
indefinitely.

The final stock levels, after producing 1 unit of corn, are:



Figure 3. The stock levels after producing 1 unit of corn. (N.B. We started with 1 unit of
each prior to production). 

Why have the stocks changed by precisely these amounts? That’s simply due to the technology in
use. Here’s the relevant part of the technology graph from Figure 1:

Figure 4. The direct input requirements to produce 1 unit of corn. 

So the stock of labouring capacity reduces by 0.7 hours (to 0.3), and iron by 0.2 units (to 0.8). 
Although we produce 1 unit of corn we need to subtract 0.2 units of seed corn giving a net 
addition of 0.8 units (and therefore the final stock is not 2 but 1.8 units of corn).

So we’ve used-up some stocks to produce corn. Why not replace these used-up stocks by simply 
producing more? If we did that, then we might be able to produce 1 unit of additional corn and 
replace all the used-up inputs as well.

Let’s do just that. We produce an additional 0.2 corn and 0.2 iron, which will exactly replace the 
used-up stock.

But … we have a problem.

Producing an additional 0.2 units of corn and iron also uses-up stocks of corn and iron (and 
labour). We cannot produce something from nothing.

We can visualise the difficulty by “attaching” the relevant parts of the technology (from Figure 1) 
on top of the graph (from Figure 4). The added parts are shown as dashed red lines. We 
immediately see that producing 0.2 units of corn uses-up 0.04 corn, 0.04 iron and 0.14 iron (by 
multiplying the respective technology coefficients). And producing 0.2 units of iron uses-up 0.19 



units of iron and 0.12 units of labour. This is getting complicated!

Figure 5. The indirect input requirements to produce 1 unit of corn. (We want to replace
the corn and iron that was directly used-up. But replacing the 0.2 units of corn and iron

itself would use-up additional stocks of corn, iron and labour.) 

So replacing used-up inputs requires additional production that … uses-up more inputs! Have we 
hit a hopeless infinite regress?

Let’s try one more time, and imagine further production to replace the stocks that were indirectly 
used-up to replace the stocks that were directly used-up to produce the 1 unit of corn. Again, we 
can “attach” the input requirements to the top of the previous graph (of Figure 5).

Figure 6. More indirect production. 

Notice something? As we recursively attempt to replace more and more indirect used-up stocks, 
the branches in this tree multiply exponentially. That seems bad.

However, the quantities of corn and iron that need replacing are clearly decreasing. As we 



recursively step backwards, replacing more and more indirectly used-up stocks, it appears that 
we might be approaching a limit where ultimately no stocks need replacing.

And, in fact, this is precisely what is happening. The reason the quantities get smaller and smaller 
is because this economy is capable of producing a surplus.

Every time we “attach” more indirect production to the graph we perform a theoretical operation 
known as vertical integration. “Vertical” because we are, in some sense, proceeding “upwards” to 
more and more indirect production. And “integration” because — as we shall see in a moment — 
we end up adding together all these numbers.

Just for fun this is what vertical integration looks like after 6 iterations:

Figure 7. Vertically integrating further and further as we “unroll” the technology graph. 

Notice how those numbers at the top of Figure 7 are approaching zero.

We can’t visualise an infinite vertical integration. But we can certainly calculate it. That’s because 
the technology coefficients do reach zero in the infinite limit, and we know how to calculate 
convergent infinite sums.

So simply imagine Figure 7 extending out to infinity. And then imagine adding up all the 
quantities of corn, iron and labour on all the direct and indirect input paths. At the end of the 
summation we have:

• 0.25 units of corn 
• 5 units of iron 
• 3.875 days of labour 

So, according to the logic of vertical integration, to replace all the stocks used-up (both directly 
and indirectly) when producing 1 unit of corn, we need to produce an additional 0.25 corn, 5 iron
and 3.875 days of labouring capacity.

Is this right? Let’s check by producing the 1 unit of corn again, but this time with the new 
“vertically integrated” activity levels:
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Figure 8. To produce 1 unit of additional corn and replace all the used-up stock then, by
the logic of vertical integration, we actually need to produce 1.25 units of corn, and 5

units of iron. 

Notice we’ve set the number of workers to zero (the activity level of labour is 0), and instead 
stipulated that 3.875 days of labour services are ready for use. Why? Temporarily, I want to 
ignore the complication of workers consuming a real wage. (We’ll return to this issue in a 
subsequent post). So, for now, assume that workers don’t consume.

What happens now when we run the economy?

Figure 9. Producing 1 unit of corn with the right activity levels: the stock of corn rises
from 1 to 2 units (as hoped for), the stock of iron is constant (what’s used-up is

immediately replaced). The available labour is perfectly used-up (reaching 0 at the close
of the production period). 

In other words, vertical integration has calculated the right activity levels. And as will become 
increasingly clearer, vertical integration holds the key to the solution of the coordination 
problem.

In practical terms these activity levels mean that, if we were to replenish the workers capacity to 
supply labour, then we could produce a surplus of corn indefinitely, without over or under 
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producing iron. The economy never runs out of stocks — because it always replaces them.

We’ve made good progress in answering the question: what are the right activity levels? We 
know now, at least in this restricted case of producing 1 unit of corn, that vertical integration tells
us the right levels. And vertical integration has a straightforward economic meaning: we just add 
up (hypothetical) direct and indirect production as we recurse “backwards” or “upwards” through 
the technology graph. The final sums turn out to be exactly the activity levels that are self-
replacing.

Next, we should probably turn to generalising this approach to find the right activity levels for an 
integrated economy where workers consume.



8  Self-replacing subsystems

Previously we discovered that, at least in the special case of producing 1 unit of corn, vertical 
integration tells us exactly how many other commodities we also need to produce (e.g., iron) to 
ensure that the economy can, in principle, continue to produce corn indefinitely. The economy is 
then self-replacing because, in addition to producing 1 unit of corn as output, it also produces 
just the right quantity of other things to replace all the inputs that were used-up when producing 
that corn. We therefore made progress towards understanding precisely what activity levels 
solve the coordination problem.

Let’s briefly review the operation of vertical integration. We start with a technology, which is a 
network of direct input-output relationships between sectors of production:
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Figure 1. A technology is a set of input-output relations between sectors of production. 

We then imagine producing 1 unit of corn. So we start at the corn sector, and then ask: what 
inputs do we need to produce corn? This is the first step in vertical integration. And then we ask: 
what inputs do we need to produce the inputs needed to produce corn? This is the second step. 
And we continue, moving from direct to indirect and further indirect production, “unrolling” the 
technology graph as we go along:

Figure 2. Vertical integration “unrolls” the technology graph as we move from direct to
more indirect production. Here we’ve unrolled three times. 

Eventually the input coefficients vanish to zero. We then sum along all input paths, for each 
commodity, to calculate the self-replacing activity levels. In this example, to produce 1 unit of 
corn as output, and replace used-up stocks, we need to produce 1.25 corn, 5 iron and 3.875 
units of labour.

Define a self-replacing subsystem as the set of vertically-integrated activity levels that produces 1 
unit of a particular commodity as final output. The self-replacing corn subsystem is:



Figure 3. A self-replacing subsystem is a set of activity levels that produce 1 unit of a
particular commodity as output (and replaces all used-up inputs). 

Imagine a subsystem as a self-contained economic machine that continually produces 1 unit of 
corn as output.

Let’s also stipulate that the 3.875 workers consume 1 unit of corn (per unit of labour supplied). 
(Imagine drawing an arrow from the 1 unit of corn output to the labour input node in Figure 3). 
So whatever corn “comes out” of the subsystem is fed straight “back into” the worker 
households, who consume the corn. Then the subsystem should also reproduce the working 
capacity of the labourers.

To check this we’ll setup the economy to operate as a self-replacing corn subsystem:



Figure 4. This is the same economy shown in Figure 1 except setup to operate as a self-
replacing subsystem that (i) produces 1 unit of corn as final output, (ii) replaces used-up
corn and iron inputs, and (iii) where workers consume the final output, i.e. they consume

corn only at a rate of 1/3.875 = 0.26 units of corn (per hour of labour supplied).  

What happens when we run this economy for 1 unit of clock time? Activity occurs, but the net 
effect on stock levels is zero:

Figure 5. The corn subsystem continually uses-up and produces corn and iron, and the
workers continually supply labour and consume corn. But the net effect of these
productive flows on the stocks of corn, iron and labour is zero. The subsystem is

perfectly self-replacing. 



At last, we have flat lines indicating no change in stock levels. A self-replacing subsystem is like 
an economic perpetual motion machine (as per the picture of the self-filling cup that 
accompanies this blog post).

But what if we want to support a population of 10,000 workers?

Self-replacing subsystems have the elegant property of being scalable. They continue to be self-
replacing when we scale all the activity levels by a constant. For example, let’s scale up this 
subsystem by a factor of 2580.65:

Figure 6. We’ve scaled all the activity levels by the same constant. Now we’re producing
much greater quantities of corn and iron with a population of 10,000 workers. 

And when we run the economy again, with these new activity levels, we get the same result: zero
net change in stock levels:



Figure 7. Production on a much bigger scale is taking place (10,000 workers are
supplying labour in parallel). But this remains a self-replacing subsystem, so all stocks

are continually and perfectly replaced. 

In summary, a self-replacing subsystem is a vertically integrated “slice” of an economy that 
produces 1 unit of a particular commodity as output, and replaces all the used-up inputs. Scaling 
a subsystem “up” or “down” doesn’t change its self-replacing properties. We can operate a 
subsystem at any scale of production. Think of them as coordinated, self-contained units of 
integrated production.

Next we’ll compose an economy from its self-replacing subsystems, and discover the overall 
activity levels that satisfy any (feasible) level of final demand, which yields the theoretical (not 
practical!) solution to the coordination problem.



9  A theoretical solution to the coordination problem

To solve the coordination problem we need to operate the economy at the correct activity levels 
such that final demand is satisfied without over or under production. A fully coordinated 
economy produces the population’s consumption bundle without wasteful accumulation, or 
unsustainable depletion, of stocks.

Of course, final demand continually changes, and so do the techniques of production. So a 
complete solution of the coordination problem requires discovering, and re-discovering, the 
correct activity levels, and ensuring that the economy conforms to those levels.

We won’t tackle the full problem quite yet. First, we need to determine the correct activity levels 
for a given scale and composition of final demand.

And we’ll solve this problem by composing together a set of self-replacing subsystems (or simply 
subsystems) where each subsystem is dedicated to producing one component of final demand.

This will be a theoretical solution. We as yet say nothing about possible economic institutions 
that may in fact reach (or continually grope toward) the coordinated state.

So let’s begin. Consider the following small economy that produces corn, iron and sugar using the
following technologies:
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Figure 1. A small economy. 

Worker households consume 0.2272 corn and 0.10013 of sugar per hour of labour they supply. 
(You may wonder why these particular numbers were chosen. For now, just take them as given, 
and we’ll make a note to discuss feasible consumption another time).

Let’s say there are 100 workers in the population. We therefore need to find the right activity 
levels for corn, iron and sugar production to produce the consumption requirements of all 100 
workers (i.e., produce as output the right amounts of corn, in the form of bread, and sugar, in the 
form of cake).

(Of course, workers consume different consumption bundles. And we may include this finer-
grained modelling granularity later. But, for now, think of the consumption coefficients as 
defining aggregate consumption across all households).

What are the right activity levels then? We first construct the subsystems by vertical integration.

Recall that a subsystem is the set of activity levels that produces 1 unit of output of a specific 
commodity, and perfectly replaces all the stock used-up. Here’s the corn subsystem (post vertical
integration and summing):

 



Figure 2. The self-replacing corn subsystem. (If we operate at these activity levels we
produce 1 unit of corn as output, and replace all used-up stocks).

And here’s the sugar subsystem:

Figure 3. The self-replacing sugar subsystem. 

OK, we’ve now constructed the two subsystems that correspond to the two commodities that 
workers demand.

Workers demand 0.2272 corn per hour of labour they supply. And 100 workers supply labour in 
parallel, and therefore supply 100 hours of labour per unit of clock time. Recall that we can scale 
subsystems “up” or “down” and they remain self-replacing. So if we re-scale the corn subsystem 
by 0.2272 x 100 = 22.72 then it will produce sufficient corn to satisfy all 100 workers.



Similarly, workers demand 0.10013 sugar per hour of labour. So if we re-scale the sugar 
subsystem by 0.10013 x 100 = 10.013 then it will produce sufficient sugar for everyone.

Scaling the coefficients in each subsystem gives:

Figure 4. The input quantities of the re-scaled corn and sugar subsystems. 

Subsystems have another remarkable property. Not only can we re-scale them, we can compose 
them.

The corn subsystems produces the right amount of corn. And the sugar subsystem produces the 
right amount of sugar. What if we add the subsystems together to form a composite subsystem 
that produces the right amount of sugar and corn, and replaces all the used-up stock when 
producing both these outputs?

Adding the subsystems in Figure 4 gives:

Figure 5. The composed and re-scaled corn and sugar subsystems. 

The activity levels in Figure 5 should be exactly the answer we’re looking for. We expect — by 
the logic of vertical integration, and the fact we can re-scale and compose subsystems — that if 
we run our economy at these levels we’ll neither over or under produce any commodity, and all 
100 workers will consume exactly what they need.

Let’s check by running the economy at these levels:



Figure 6. The stocks of a perfectly coordinated economy are constant over time. But
underneath this smooth surface a huge amount of activity continually occurs: each hour

100 workers supply labour to produce ~31 units of corn, ~125 units of iron and ~11
units of sugar. And each hour the 100 workers consume ~23 units of corn and ~10 units
of sugar. The initial (quite small) stock levels are maintained throughout (including some

spare capacity to perform work without consumption). 

As we can see from Figure 6 the economy is perfectly coordinated.

Although this is a simple example, with only three commodities, we shouldn’t underestimate 
what we’ve achieved. We can now calculate the coordinated activity levels for any economy of 
any size (such as, for example, economies consisting of many millions of commodities and 
workers).

In summary, to solve the coordination problem we re-scale and compose the self-replacing subsystems
that correspond to each commodity present in final demand.

Next, we’ll linger a little longer on the idea of a subsystem. Subsystems have something very 
important to tell us about Marx’s concept of labour values. And they can also tell us something 
new about the total working day. After lingering here, we should probably turn our attention to 
how a market economy solves the very same coordination problem.

(The operation of constructing subsystems, by vertical integration, and then re-scaling and 
composing them, is mathematically equivalent to solving certain matrix inverse problems. For 
example, the method relates to the kind of problems posed and solved by the Soviet 
mathematician Kantorovich who, in the 1930s, pioneered the technique of linear programming in
order to solve problems of economic planning. He was awarded both a Nobel and Stalin prize for 
these advances. The method also directly relates to the work of Leontief who, around the same 
time, pioneered the input-output approach to economics, for which he was also awarded a Nobel
prize.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wassily_Leontief
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An exposition in terms of vertically-integrated subsystems is hopefully simpler and clearer 
compared an exposition in terms of linear algebra. The concept of a subsystem originates with 
the Cambridge economist and Marxist, Piero Sraffa, and the concept was further elaborated and 
developed by his pupil, Luigi Pasinetti. In addition, we can visualise vertical integration as 
recursing “backwards” through a technology graph, which I hope readers will find intuitive. And, 
as we shall see later, the concepts of vertical integration and self-replacing subsystem lead to 
deeper insights into the structure of an economy.)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luigi_Pasinetti
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10  Coexisting labour: the substance of Marx’s labour values

Subsystems are implicitly defined by an economy’s technology and help us to partially solve the 
coordination problem. Subsystems are also essential for a complete understanding of Marx’s 
theory of value. In this post, I want to take a first step towards that goal by examining the 
relationship between subsystems and Marx’s concept of the “value” of reproducible 
commodities.

It’s a fact that aeroplanes are significantly more expensive than pens. Why? Clearly, far more of 
society’s material resources (metals, plastics, electronics, fabrics etc.) are used-up to manufacture
a plane compared to a pen. An aeroplane is objectively more “difficult to produce” than a pen. 
Perhaps this objective difficulty of production explains why some things cost more money than 
others?

Before we can pursue this thought (which we will, eventually) we first need to clarify what we 
mean by objective difficulty of production.

Producing an aeroplane consumes more of society’s resources than a pen. Can we quantify this?

We immediately face a problem: we cannot, in all good conscience, add up quantities of disparate
things. It’s not helpful to state that an aeroplane ‘costs’, say, 50 tons of aluminium, 1 ton of 
plastic, 0.1 tons of fabric, 50 million labour hours etc. We need a method to reduce amounts of 
qualitatively different real resources to a single measure.
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It turns out that subsystems already provide such a method.

Let’s return to our simple economy (with only 3 different commodities) and recall how we 
vertically integrated corn production:

Figure 1. Building the corn subsystem by vertically integrating “backwards” through the
technology graph. Here we’ve “unrolled” the technology graph for 3 steps only. 

As we continue the process we find that all the input coefficients vanish in the infinite limit. We 
then sum all the input paths to give us the final corn subsystem:

Figure 2. The corn subsystem (generated by continuing vertical integration to infinity,
and summing all the input paths). 



What do the final quantities in the subsystem — 1.25 corn, 5 iron and 3.875 labour hours — 
really represent?

Look again at Figure 1, and notice that when we vertically integrate backwards we treat the 
inputs to corn production (that is the seed corn, iron and labour) in an asymmetrical manner. We 
always reduce the corn and iron inputs to their inputs, and do so ad infinitum. But with labour 
inputs we stop, and don’t reduce any further. (We could reduce further, since labour has inputs, 
namely the real wage, which in our example is corn and sugar).

So the labour inputs, during vertical integration, are treated differently — they are always a 
terminus. But for every other input we keep on reducing.

As a reminder, here’s the process after a few more steps. Notice that, in every layer, we see some 
terminal nodes, and those terminal nodes are always labour inputs:

Figure 3. As we vertically integrate we reduce every commodity input to labour inputs.
But we don’t reduce labour to its inputs. 

In consequence, we can view vertical integration as an operation that reduces 1 unit of a 
commodity (e.g., corn) to the qualitatively different commodities directly used-up to produce it. 
We then replace all the direct inputs, except labour, by further reducing those inputs to their 
direct inputs (e.g., the seed corn and iron). And we keep going, replacing more and more indirect 
commodity inputs, until, in the limit, there are no more inputs remaining. But we never replace 
the used-up labour.

Hence the quantity of 3.875 labour hours, in the final subsystem of Figure 2, measures the total 
labour time used-up to replace all the other used-up inputs. Note the asymmetry: labour is a 
resource that’s used-up, whereas all other commodity inputs are resources that are not used-up, 
but replaced.

So (hypothetically) if we produce according to the activity levels of the subsystem in Figure 2, as 
we did when we first introduced vertical integration, we find that our corn stock increases by 1 
(since we’re producing 1 unit of corn as output), and our stock of iron remains constant (since the
subsystem replaces iron) but our stock of labour reduces by 3.875 hours (since the subsystem 
uses-up, and does not replace, labour inputs).
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The meaning of the 3.875 labour hours in the corn subsystem should now be clear: they measure
the total labour resources used-up to produce 1 unit of corn and perfectly replace every other 
used-up resource. So if we produce according to the subsystem then only one resource is actually 
used-up, and that’s labour. Hence, in these precise circumstances, the real cost of producing corn 
is measured in terms of labour alone.

Subsystems therefore solve the problem we originally stated: they reduce qualitatively different 
resources to a single resource. So we can measure the objective “difficulty of producing” corn, or 
iron, or sugar — or planes or pens — in terms of labour time. And we can also say, as an 
operational definition, that an aeroplane is objectively more difficult to produce than a pen 
because it takes more vertically integrated labour time to produce.

But there’s one last twist in this particular tale.

What is this vertically integrated labour time anyway? Whose labour is it? And when is the work 
actually performed?

One tempting — but wrong — answer is that the operation of vertical integration corresponds to 
production further and further back in historical time. Each step of the reduction is labour that 
occurred before — antecedent labour — and, as we reach the infinite limit, we find labour 
bootstrapping itself from nothing to make all the variety of commodities we see around us today.

Of course, this picture is nonsensical. (Although you might be surprised to know that some 
economists, both for and against Marx’s theory of value, promulgate it).

Instead, as we saw in self-replacing subsystems, the “vertically integrated labour time” of the 
corn subsystem is the total labour hours that are simultaneously applied, by workers in different 
sectors of production, in order to produce 1 unit of corn as output (and replace all the used-up 
input stocks). The 3.875 hours includes farm labour (sowing and reaping corn) and factory work 
(smelting and rolling iron). And, more generally, the vertically integrated labour time used-up to 
produce an aeroplane includes a bewildering array of concrete activities all coexisting together, 
producing many different kinds of commodities, and in many different sectors of the economy.

Marx defined the “value of a commodity” (in contrast to its price or its usefulness) as “the labour 
time socially necessary for its production” (Capital, Vol 1).

The word “value” is overloaded. So, to avoid confusion, we’ll use the more specific term “labour 
value” for Marx’s “value”. And we’re going to deliberately ignore the modifier “socially necessary” 
(for now).

Marx, following the Ricardian socialist Thomas Hodgskin, illustrated the idea of labour time in 
terms of coexisting labour. This concept is so important it’s worth quoting Marx’s remarks at 
length (this excerpt is from Capital Vol 4, Theories of Surplus Value):

Cotton, for example, advances from one phase of production to another. It is 
produced first of all as raw material, then it is subjected to a number of operations 
until it is fit to be exported or, if it is further worked up in the same country, it is 
handed over to a spinner.  It then goes on from the spinner to the weaver and from 
the weaver to the bleacher, dyer, finisher, and thence to various workshops where it is 
worked up for definite uses, i.e., articles of clothing, bed-linen, etc. Finally it leaves the
last producer for the consumer and enters into individual consumption if it does not 
enter into industrial consumption as means (not material) of labour. But whether it is 
to be consumed industrially or individually, it has acquired its final form as use-value. 
What emerges from one sphere of production as a product enters another as a 
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condition of production, and in this way, goes through many successive phases until it 
receives its last finish as use-value. Here previous labour appears continually as the 
condition for existing labour.

Simultaneously, however, while the product is advancing in this way from one phase to
another, while it is undergoing this real metamorphosis, production is being carried on 
at every stage.  While the weaver spins the yarn, the spinner is simultaneously 
spinning cotton, and fresh quantities of raw cotton are in the process of production.

[Raw] cotton, yarn, fabric, are not only produced one after the other and from one 
another, but they are produced and reproduced simultaneously, alongside one 
another. What appears as the effect of antecedent labour, if one considers the 
production process of the individual commodity, presents itself at the same time as 
the effect of coexisting labour, if one considers the reproduction process of the 
commodity, that is, if one considers this production process in its continuous motion 
and in the entirety of its conditions, and not merely an isolated action or a limited part
of it. There exists not only a cycle comprising various phases, but all the phases of the 
commodity are simultaneously produced in the various spheres and branches of 
production.

Marx paints a vivid picture of the production of cotton as a living process occurring across an 
economy all the time and in parallel. From this bird’s eye view corn is produced by an definite 
amount of coexisting labour working together at the same time.

This is a good place to stop. I’ll conclude with an assertion: Marx’s concept of labour value is 
identical to the total coexisting labour supplied to produce 1 unit of a commodity and replace all the 
used-up inputs.

There are immediate consequences of this assertion, which we’ll merely note in passing for now. 
First, labour value is a property of a social practice at a point in time, specifically the productive 
techniques (and therefore labour value has a “social reality” and is definitely not a substance 
literally ’embodied’ within a commodity). Second, vertical integration adds up huge numbers of 
different labouring activities (sowing, reaping, smelting, rolling, planning, directing, lifting, moving
etc.) across many different sectors of production. So it immediately abstracts human labour from 
its many concrete manifestations. Third, since subsystems help solve the coordination problem 
we expect Marx’s labour values to be somehow connected to the equilibrium, or balanced, 
conditions in an economy.

The next time you hold a commodity in your hand — a computer mouse, a biscuit, a mug or your 
smartphone — take a moment to imagine its technology graph “out there” in the social world, and
consider all the coexisting labour, in all the different branches of production, that worked 
together to bring it into your reach. What an extraordinary feat of human ingenuity and 
organisation! A large and diverse set of difficulties had to be overcome to manufacture these 
wonderful articles. These difficulties are an objective property of our economic practices that we 
can, in principle, measure — in terms of hours of labour time.

 

(I thought this post would be short and relatively self-contained, but — as is always the case with 
foundational concepts that come with a lot of history and baggage — its difficult to focus on the 
substantive (and hopefully new and clarifying) content without straying too far ahead and 
without acknowledging the wider debates. Well, this will have to do to begin with. There’s a great
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deal more to say … but we mustn’t tarry too long here. All I wanted to establish, for now, was (i) 
the idea of an objective value of a commodity and (ii) its precise meaning in terms of the 
coexisting labour supplied to an associated subsystem).

(Note that any system of measurement defines a standard unit (e.g., the metre). We never ask, 
“How many metres are in one metre?” since the measure of the standard unit is by definition a 
unit of the standard. In a labour theory of value the question, “What is the labour-value of one 
unit of direct labour?” is similarly ill-formed: the real cost of 1 hour of labour, measured by labour 
time, is 1 hour. No further reduction is possible or required. The self-identity of the measuring 
standard is a conceptual necessity in any system of measurement. So whether workers consume 
one bushel or a thousand bushels of corn to supply a unit of direct labour makes no difference to 
the labour value of that unit of direct labour: an hour of labour-time is an hour of labour-time. In 
consequence, the operation of vertical integration we have discussed above always terminates at
labour inputs and does not further reduce labour inputs to the real wage.)

(There are alternative ways to define vertical integration. For example, we could decide to reduce
labour to its inputs (the real wage) and instead nominate another commodity — say corn — as the 
resource that’s not replaced, but used-up. This alternative method of vertical integration 
measures difficulty of production in terms of any commodity. E.g., we can calculate the corn 
value of iron, the corn value of labour time etc. There is one restriction however: a truly useful 
objective standard needs to, ultimately, be an input in the production of every commodity. So 
some commodities — say smartphones — wouldn’t fit the bill. But many do (e.g., basic foodstuffs, 
oil, energy etc.) Why choose labour then? The full answer has to wait, but for now we can 
somewhat enigmatically state that it’s not up to us — as theorists — to choose. Our social 
practices in fact “choose” labour, whether we are aware of it or not. This insight is one of the 
ways Marx’s theory of value differs, and advances beyond, the classical real costs theories of 
production, which we find in thinkers such as Smith, Ricardo and Mill.)



Part 2: Market-based coordination



11  The numbers in our pockets

As a child I remember being taken to a department store and noticing that it was full of objects 
with numbers displayed next to them. Almost all the numbers terminated with .99 or .95. How 
strange! What could it possibly mean or signify?

Later, I was gifted small coins, and exchanged them for things I wanted, like sweets and crisps. 
Naturally, I asked what the numbers meant. But, even as a child, I realised the adults couldn’t give
a good answer.

We won’t answer this question just yet. But we’ll start to.

So far, we’ve examined technological constraints on production, which pertain to any kind of 
economy. Now, I introduce specific social relations of production that pertain to only certain 
kinds of economies at certain historical junctures.

The first institution is a private economic unit that specialises in the production of a small set of 
commodities. We’ll call it the firm. And, for simplicity, we’ll assume firms produce just one 
commodity. The firm is a private economic unit in the sense that it legally owns its outputs. It has
property. Firms could be property too. But, at this stage, we do not say who or what owns the 
firm.

We also consider workers to be private economic units in the sense they produce labour, own 
themselves and in principle may specialise in any area of production.



Since the private economic units are specialised they need to get their inputs from others. The 
second institution we introduce is the market, which is a place where private producers meet to 
exchange their goods.

Finally, the third institution is monetary exchange. The producers don’t exchange their 
commodities directly, but through the medium of money. Every commodity has a price, and you 
must pay the private owner the right amount of money to acquire it.

In summary, people carry numbers in their pockets, and everything is stamped with a number.

Already this is a significant set of new social relations to consider. We’ll examine many of the 
consequences of this particular institutional setup over the coming weeks.

For now, consider a very simple economy, consisting of three private economic units: a firm that 
produces corn, a firm that produces iron, and some workers.

Figure 1 shows the corn-producing firm. It has a stock of corn (1 bushel). And it has an activity 
level, which is the level of output it “wants” to produce (in this case 1 bushel per hour of clock 
time).

The firm also has something we’ve not seen before — the price at which it is willing to sell its corn
(in this case, 4 units of account per 1 bushel of corn). For ease of exposition we’ll choose an 
arbitrary name for the unit of account. We’ll call it a dollar. So this firm sells 1 bushel of corn for 4
dollars.

Figure 1. The corn-producing firm. 

The firm also has a new kind of stock — its stock of money. We don’t care, at the moment, what 
particular physical form this money takes, and neither do we care where that money is stored or 
held. It will do no harm, at this stage, to imagine that firms hold stocks of cash on their premises. 
For example, this corn-producing firm holds a rather paltry stock of 1 dollar.

Finally, notice in Figure 1 that the firm produces corn with a particular technology (in this case, 
corn production requires seed corn as input, and labour, in definite proportions).

Here’s the iron-producing firm:



Figure 2. The iron-producing firm. 

Notice that the iron-producing firm charges 6 dollars per ingot of iron.

And, last but not least, here are the workers that will power this simple economy:

Figure 3. A household sector that “produces” labour. 

The workers consume corn (in the form of bread). And, in this example, we have only 15 of them 
(i.e., the household sector supplies 15 person-hours of labour every hour of clock time).

The workers lack individual distinctions. For example, they collectively charge 1 dollar for every 
hour of labour they supply. And they pool their money. So we find a single stock of money, which 
currently is an underwhelming 1 dollar of cash. (The negligible stock of 1 hour of labour may be 
supplied without any corresponding consumption. It’s a little bit of “give” in the workers capacity 
to supply work).

The production graphs of the three economic units fit together (which is a fortunate 
happenstance we’ll take for granted). The complete technology graph for the whole economy is 
then:



Figure 4. The technology graph for the economy. At each node we find private economic
units: a corn-producing firm, an iron-producing firm, and a household sector that

supplies labour. 

For want of a better term we’ll call this economy a simple monetary economy to emphasise that 
products are exchanged via the buying and selling of goods in the market.

How does production take place in a simple monetary economy? A firm — let’s say the iron-
producing firm — will attempt to produce at its desired activity level. We can think of the activity 
level as a very basic kind of production plan. Once its decided on how much to produce it then 
needs to purchase the correct quantity of inputs (as defined by its technology) from the market.

The iron-producer must purchase iron ore and labour as inputs (as per Figure 2). The only 
producer of iron ore happens to be itself. So that’s easy. The firm simply draws down on its stock 
of iron and pays itself — resulting in a net transfer of zero dollars. Buying labour is different. The 
firm transfers a portion of its stock of money to workers, who in return supply their labour. For 
example, to produce 1 ingot of iron requires 0.6 hours of labour. The price of 1 hour of labour is 
$1. So the iron-producing firm transfers $0.60 to the workers.

Once the necessary inputs are purchased then production begins. The workers transform iron 
ore to iron ingots (which are temporarily added, prior to any sale, to the firm’s stock of iron).

This same basic pattern is repeated for all economic units: the corn-producing firm purchases its 
inputs in a similar manner. And the workers, when they “produce” labour, must first purchase 
corn (in the form of bread) from the corn-producing firm. They pay for their bread with money 
they earned from supplying labour. They consume their bread, which refreshes them, so they can 
continue supplying labour. (Labour cannot be stored indefinitely like some commodities, which is 
why the stock of labour is clamped to a small number — see a production process for more 
details).

We therefore have two fundamental circular flows in a simple monetary economy: the flow of 
goods and services, determined by the underlying technology, and a reverse flow of money 
payments, determined by the system of prices. And in consequence we have two kinds of 
fluctuating stocks: the stocks of goods and services, and the stocks of money. Both these kinds 
of stocks are privately owned by the different economic units.

OK. Enough talk. Let’s produce and see what happens!
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The first thing to notice is that this simple monetary economy is uncoordinated. The corn firm is 
overproducing, and the iron firm is under-producing. However, the workers consume sufficient 
bread to refresh their labour.

Figure 5. The stocks of corn, iron and labour after 50 units of clock time. 

The money stocks, held by the different economic units, reveal more of the story:

Figure 6. The corn firm is accumulating cash and the workers are drawing down on their
“savings”. The iron firm is very slowly losing cash too (although it’s hard to see in this

figure). 

The corn firm is accumulating cash because its selling its corn stock but not spending the money 
to replace it. The workers consume sufficient quantities of bread but they have to draw down on 
their “savings” to purchase the loaves. Either bread is too expensive, or the price they charge for 
their labour is too low. Production at these prices is unsustainable.

Note, however, that the total stock of money, in Figure 6, remains constant throughout (if you 
add up the levels at each time step it always equals 3 dollars). As we might expect, money is 
conserved in exchange. The money continually flows between the economic units but — at any 
instant of time — the cash is always owned by someone.

Here’s what happens eventually:

Figure 7. The stocks of corn, iron and labour after 150 units of clock time. 



Something dramatic happens at around t = 80. The stock of corn starts climbing again, but the 
stock of labour suddenly starts oscillating. This indicates that labour was supplied that was not 
replaced by any corresponding consumption. Here are the money stocks:

Figure 8. The workers run out of money. 

The dramatic event is that the workers run out of money. At around t = 80 their cash holdings hit 
zero. So they cannot purchase bread in the market. In consequence, although they continue to 
supply labour (to the corn and iron firms) they do not enjoy any corresponding consumption (and 
therefore tire and draw down on their reserve stock of labouring capacity).

Why do we see oscillation in the stock of labour? Well, for short periods the workers supply 
labour from their reserve capacity. They get paid for this work (you can see very small upticks in 
workers’ money stocks in Figure 8). Immediately, they spend their newly earned cash on bread in 
the market, which replenishes them, restoring their reserve capacity. But this does not solve the 
problem. Bread is too expensive, or the price of their labour too low. They are quickly back to 
zero cash again, and so the cycle repeats.

In this simple monetary economy everything is out of balance: the activity levels are 
uncoordinated — causing over and under production — and the prices are unsustainable — 
causing an eventual breakdown where workers cannot afford their basic needs.

In sum, the economic units need to adjust their behaviours. They need to alter the amounts they 
produce and the prices they charge. This economy faces the same coordination problem with the 
same theoretical solution but in the context of a specific set of social relations of production, 
that is an economy with private ownership, markets and monetary exchange. Understanding how
a market economy partially solves the coordination problem — in historical time — is a necessary 
step to understanding what those numbers in our pockets really mean.

Just how that happens will be the subject of a sequence of posts.
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12  Setting prices in the chaos of the market

To get from here to there, we need to understand where we are. And where we are is an 
economy of markets and prices.

Previously, we defined a simple monetary economy, where private economic units specialise in 
the production of a particular commodity, and pay for the inputs they need with money. We saw 
that, with a set of (arbitrarily selected) prices and activity levels, the economy crashed: the 
workers ran out of money. So the economy was unbalanced and uncoordinated.

But market economies are coordinated. And we should be far more surprised by this fact than 
the recurring examples of breakdown and crisis. Market economies regularly coordinate millions 
of independent production activities on a massive scale. The coordination is neither perfect nor 
equitable but nonetheless effective.

Radical critics of capitalism are quick to emphasise the disorderly and crisis ridden nature of the 
system. But capitalism is a complex social system with many contradictory properties. Some of its
social practices are stabilising and others destabilising. A scientific approach attempts to 
understand both kinds of practice, and how they interact. Counterfactually, capitalism — if it 
were purely an anarchic system of production — would have already abolished itself .

Marx describes the “competition between capitalists”, where they withdraw investment from 
loss-making ventures and invest in profit-making ventures, as a “movement toward equilibrium” 
(Capital, Vol 3). And Marx’s famous “law of value” is — despite what you may have heard — a 
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direct descendant of Adam Smith’s earlier, and more famous, coordination theory known as the 
“invisible hand”.

In this post, we’ll examine the first component of the law of value (or, if you prefer, the invisible 
hand), which is the price setting behaviour of economic units in competition with each other.

As before, imagine a simple monetary economy, consisting of a corn-producing firm, and iron-
producing firm, and — to keep things simple — a single worker.

Figure 1. A simple monetary economy featuring a corn-producer, an iron-producer and 1
worker. Each unit produces with its own technology. The technologies compose to form

the technology graph for the economy as a whole. 

Note, from Figure 1, that the starting price of corn is $3 (per bushel) whereas the initial price of 
iron is $2 (per ingot).

At this point we make an important simplification (which we’ll relax later). Assume that each firm 
represents the aggregate of a collection of firms that compete with each other in a given sector. 
For example, we suppose that the corn-producing firm, shown in Figure 1, actually represents, 
say, five different firms that compete for buyers in the market. Similarly, the iron-producing firm 
in Figure 1 represents the iron-producing sector, which is populated by multiple competing firms.
So the price of corn is the “average” price charged by the competing firms, and the stock 
represents the aggregate stocks of the competing firms etc.

Imagine you control the decisions of one of the corn-producing firms. Assume you wish to 
operate the firm such that, at the very least, it continues as an ongoing concern. Then ask 
yourself: How would you set the price of corn?

You could sell corn at a high price in order to maximise the firm’s income. The problem with this 



strategy is that you operate in a competitive environment. Set your prices too high then your 
competitors may sell lower and capture market share.

Alternatively, you could sell corn at a low price in order to maximise sales volume. The problem 
with this strategy is that you need to cover your input costs. If your prices are too low then the 
firm will go bankrupt and not be able to produce at all.

A more reasonable, and balanced strategy, is to adjust prices up and down according to the level 
of demand in the market. But how do you know the level of demand for your corn?

You don’t directly, especially since business conditions are continually changing in the chaos of 
the market. But you can observe the level of your stocks of corn. If your stocks are falling then 
you are selling more than you produce; conversely, if your stocks are rising then you are 
producing more than you sell.

Assume, therefore, that firms raise prices when inventories shrink since competing buyers will 
outbid each other to obtain the scarce product, and firms lower prices when inventories grow 
since competing firms underbid each other to sell to scarce buyers.

We need to translate this price adjustment strategy into something a bit more precise. Let Δs be 
the change in the stock of corn (during a short period of time). And let Δp be the change in the 
price of corn. We want to define Δp (the price adjustment strategy) in terms of Δs (the indicator 
of market demand relative to our level of production).

Clearly, if our prices are huge, in absolute terms, we should make bigger price adjustments 
compared to when our prices are tiny. So we want Δp to be proportional to p. We write this as (i) 
Δp  p.∝

And, if our stock decreases then we should raise our prices (and vice versa); or, in other words, (ii)
Δp  -Δs.∝

Finally, we should set the price of corn astronomically high if we’re completely running out of 
stock; that is, (iii) Δp  1/s. (This implies that, in the hypothetical situation that our stock reaches ∝
zero, then the price of corn is infinity — meaning, quite correctly, that no amount of money can 
buy corn.)

Putting (i), (ii) and (iii) together we get the price adjustment equation:

Δp = -η Δs (p/s)

where η is a constant of proportionality. We should give η a name. Call it the elasticity of price 
with respect to excess supply (feel free to forget this immediately). Put simply, η controls how 
quickly we change the price of corn.

The representative iron-producing firm set its prices in the same way. In fact, if our simple 
monetary economy was composed of n sectors then we’d have n price adjustment equations.

OK. We’ve defined a price adjustment strategy for the firms in our simple monetary economy. 
Previously, in the numbers in our pockets, the firms had fixed prices. Now let’s see what happens,
in each sector, when firms continually adjust their prices.
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Figure 2. The change in stock levels: over production of corn, and under production of
iron. 

As before the economy is unbalanced. Too much corn is being produced, and too little iron. How 
are prices changing?

Figure 3. The change in price levels: the price of corn is falling, but the price of iron is
rising. 

As Figure 3 shows, market prices are now adjusting. And we see that the price of corn is falling 
because the supply is too high relative to the demand in the market (from worker households). 
And the price of iron is rising because its supply is too low relative to demand (from the corn-
producing sector).

What about the money stocks held in each sector of production?

Figure 4. The corn and iron firms are losing money, but the single worker earns more
than they spend. 

In summary, this economy is completely uncoordinated. In fact, at around t = 200 the corn and 
iron firms run out of money, and endure periods where they cannot pay for their inputs, and so 
production is repeatedly interrupted.



There’s a simple moral to this story: price adjustment alone does not solve the coordination problem.
The reason is straightforward: coordinating an economy means operating at the right activity 
levels that meet final demand. But adjusting prices merely changes money flows. So an individual
firm that follows a price adjustment strategy might increase their income and market share. But 
they may do so while the whole economy crashes to the ground. Something more is needed for 
market-based coordination.

 

(Note that market prices are adjusting in historical time. This framework is quite unlike the supply
and demand curves you find in economic textbooks).
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13  Supply and demand in historical time

My love of economics as an object of science is tempered only by the iniquities of capitalism and 
the profound dullness of the majority of academic writing on it.

Perhaps the dullest feature of economic analysis is the ubiquitous supply and demand curve. As 
soon as one appears prepare for the dynamic splendour of economic life to be nailed onto a 
static cross.

Joan Robinson distinguished economic analysis in “logical” versus “historical” time. Most 
economic analysis, as of today, occurs in logical time: the variables of interest are equilibrium 
values, and the “dynamics” turn out to be a sequence of equilibrium states. Economic theorists, 
confident in the robustness of market coordination, assume markets instantaneously clear, and 
happily abstract from the messy process of price formation that occurs in historical time. In 
consequence, disequilibrium prices are simply absent, and they model a clock without a spring. (I 
state that all swans are white. Yes, a few are black, but pointing that out proves the point).

Supply and demand curves throw away historical time. So they are not only dull, but misleading, 
and set students of economic science on the path to thinking purely in terms of equilibrium.

I think it’s worthwhile, then, to look again at the price adjustment process we previously 
introduced, in order to emphasise its dynamic nature. Currently, the dynamics are simple. But 
they will eventually become richer and more interesting.
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Recall that, in our simple example of a monetary economy, too much corn and too little iron is 
produced. We can see this by tracking the change in their stock levels over time:

Figure 1. Over production of corn. Under production of iron. 

The underlying reason for this imbalance is a mismatch between supply and demand. Let’s look 
more closely at this mismatch.

Figure 2, below, tracks the production levels of corn and iron over time. Production levels are 
different from activity levels. The activity level defines the quantity of output that an economic 
unit (say a corn-producing firm) plans to produce per unit clock time. The production level, in 
contrast, is the actual quantity produced. These can differ for many reasons (e.g., the corn-
producing firm cannot acquire sufficient inputs in the market). A production level is a flow of 
output from a a production process. Here are the output flows from the corn and iron-producing 
sectors:

Figure 2. The quantity of corn and iron produced over time. 

Notice that the production levels start at zero then immediately ramp up as production begins.

Figure 3, below, tracks the consumption levels of corn and iron over time. Note that there may be 
multiple sources of demand for a given commodity. For example, corn is demanded both by the 
corn sector (as seed to sow) but also by worker households (as bread to eat). In consequence, the 
consumption plots include multiple lines that track consumption by the different sectors of 
production:
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Figure 3. Consumption of corn over time: (a) by the corn sector (blue line) and by workers
(orange line). Consumption of iron over time: (a) by the corn sector (blue line) and the

iron sector (orange line). 

The total actual demand for each commodity, at any given time, is then the sum of all the 
individual consumption levels.

In Figure 3 we see that the actual demand for corn is constant at 0.002 + 0.0023 = 0.0043 units, 
and for iron, 0.0095 + 0.001 = 0.0105 units. But in Figure 2 we see that the actual supply of both 
corn and iron is a constant 0.01 units of each. Hence there is over supply of corn and under 
supply of iron, which cause the change in stock levels we saw in Figure 1.

The mismatch between actual supply and demand manifests in increasing or decreasing stocks. 
The corn and iron-producers then react to these signals and adjust their prices accordingly:

Figure 4. The price of corn decreases (because it’s over supplied), and the price of iron
increases (because it’s under supplied). 

The meaning of these market prices is clear: they are indices of abundance and scarcity. The more 
corn available for sale in the market, the lower its price; the less iron available, the higher its 
price.

Recall the price adjustment equation we previously introduced:

[1] Δp = -η Δs (p/s)

Δp is the change in price, Δs the change in stock level, p is the current price and s the current 
stock level (and η controls the speed of adjustment). We can solve this equation to get p as a 
function of the stock level:

[2] p = k (1 /sη)

Here k is a constant that depends on the initial prices and stock levels at an arbitrary point in the 
past (e.g. at t = 0).

Equation [1] is a dynamic equation that talks about change over time. Equation [2], in contrast, is 
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a static equation that talks about an invariant relationship between stock levels and prices. To get
a better idea of what [2] says let’s plot of it (I’ve arbitrarily set k = 1 and η=2):

Figure 5 shows that as stocks increase (as we move to the right on the s axis) the price
falls. Abundance implies lower prices. On the other hand, if the stocks decrease (as we

move to the left on the s axis) then the price increases. Scarcity implies higher prices. In
the limit, at zero stocks, the price shoots off to infinity (no stock can be bought at any

price).

The market prices induced by price setting strategy [1] are therefore relatively simple functions 
of the current mismatch between actual supply and demand.

In this example, actual supply and demand is constant over time. So the price trajectories are 
currently quite simple. However, this example already demonstrates that market prices are not 
fully determined by the current state of supply and demand (e.g., Figure 2 and 3 show constant 
supply and demand but Figure 4 shows varying prices). In other words, market prices are 
historical, not equilibrium, variables.

 

(A surprising number of people, lacking knowledge of the primary sources, believe that the 
existence of scarcity prices, determined by supply and demand, immediately invalidates the 
classical labour theory of value. One wonders how such great thinkers, such as Smith, Ricardo 
and Marx, could have been so stupid.

Of course, they were not so stupid. All these classical thinkers knew that market prices, 
determined by supply and demand, are a necessary condition of the labour theory of value. I’ll 
develop this point in a later post).
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